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Abstract
In the post-genomic era, there is an increasing and urgent
need for managing and visualizing big data. Data complexity and size will turn information growth into knowledge
growth only if presented in a comprehensive and userfriendly way. In such a context, the information technology
community collaborates in a multidisciplinary manner with
other scientific fields searching for and/or developing tools
and services for data management and visualization. We
have previously developed DruGeVar, a comprehensive database that triangulates drugs with genes and pharmacogenomic biomarkers to serve clinical pharmacogenomics. To
empower its functionality, we explored and implemented
new visualization tools, such as POWER-BI (Microsoft), which
allows for interactive visualization. Herein, we describe the
synergy of POWER-BI and DruGeVar, focusing on cancer genomics data in light of translational pharmacogenomics.
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Introduction

The post-genomic era dictates us to exploit big data
and to develop and optimize information tools and databases [1]. To turn such information growth into knowledge growth we need to achieve data interpretation. For
this, data should be handled in such a way to ensure data
quality, robustness, and reproducibility via user-friendly
interfaces. Indeed, there are no ideal means, just good
ones for users with certain goals and needs.
Data visualization is a communication form used already by several multidisciplinary subfields, such as science and/or business [2, 3] and thus, holds the promise of
interoperability. For this, if we aim for the most readable
and at the same time user-friendly and comprehensive
means of handling data, particularly in the context of a
database, we need to empower data visualization. The latter strongly depends on the information that needs to be
handled. Additionally, one shall distribute a user-friendly
interface from the database to the users towards efficient
data exploitation. The management and use of information alongside with the virtual devices in mind tend to be
united. Today, the “Internet of things” is an umbrella keyTheodora Katsila
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Data visualization tools (URL)

Interactivity

Advantages

Disadvantages

Matplotlib
(http://matplotlib.org)

Yes, but not
effective

Easy creation of graphs, using a few
lines of code

Low interactivity (big databases)

DrasticData
(http://www.drasticdata.nl)

Yes

Several technologies are supported

Low flexibility (big databases)
Treemap (main use)

D3.js, SVG
(https://d3js.org)

Yes

A large range of graphs

Complexity

PhiloGL
Yes
(http://www.senchalabs.org/philogl)

3-D graphs
Clear and well-documented code

Abstract logic, mainly used for
games/interactive webpages

HighCharts
(http://www.highcharts.com)

Open source for developers
Easy changes
Flexible for all browsers

Not efficient interactivity
A small range of graphs (bar chart,
pies)

Yes, but not
effective

word that describes the extension of the Web and the Internet into the physical realm, as spatially distributed devices with embedded identification, sensing, and/or actuation capabilities are widely deployed [4]. Thus, even
though at its infancy, the Internet of things shares the
vision of a future in which digital and physical entities can
be linked, on the basis of appropriate information and
communication technologies, enabling new services and
applications [5]. This presents unmet advances for decision-making.
Focusing on data visualization, the concept is not new.
People have always been using pictures to interpret and
communicate data (from maps and graphs in the 17th
century to pie charts in the early 1800s) [6, 7]. Mapping
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia is one of the most cited examples of statistical graphics, as C. Minard depicted the
path of Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow and the size of
the army and linked that information to temperature and
time scales [8, 9]. Notwithstanding, it is technology itself
that truly revolutionized data visualization as we are
thinking of today. Since computers allowed data processing at lightning-fast speeds, data visualization is currently considered as the rapidly evolving blend of science and
art that already affects the corporate landscape [10].
Currently, several efforts of visualizing data along with
a minimum comparison among them are ongoing (summarized in Table 1). No doubt, every technology exhibits
advantages and disadvantages. Depending on the meaning and, of course, the size, use, needs, and aims of a database in question, the most suitable technology should
be chosen. This becomes a tricky situation that often con-

fuses code developers for making the right choice. DruGeVar (http://www.genomicmedicinealliance.org/working-groups/pharmacogenomics/80-genomic-medicinealliance/137-drugevar-database) [11] is a comprehensive
database that triangulates drugs-genes-pharmacogenomic (PGx) biomarkers with the aim of serving clinical pharmacogenomics. DruGeVar has been developed to be either a database plug-in module or a standalone resource
[12]. This application allows querying large datasets in a
very dynamic and user-friendly manner and in multiple
ways. Database records include the drug, the gene name,
and its genomic variation parameters (in the official dbSNP [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP], Human Genome Variation Society [http://www.hgvs.org],
and star allele nomenclatures), linked to the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM; http://www.omim.
org) and PharmGKB entries [11].
Considering the fact that DruGeVar consists of a large
number of data that further complicates data interactivity and data management, herein, we aimed to enhance
the battery of the database’s data visualization tools that
would not only maximize its user-friendliness but also allow building interfaces with other resources. Here, we describe the synergy of POWER-BI and DruGeVar to
achieve (i) easy access to data and (ii) a flexible structure
that provides effortlessly the designing pattern of the requested graph. In light of translational pharmacogenomics, we will focus on cancer genomics data and describe
the benefits, after integrating POWER-BI into DruGeVar.
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Table 1. Current visualization tools

a

b

c

d

Methods
POWER-BI Data Integration
To achieve the emergence of specific data fields, DruGeVar
data were integrated into Power-BI. Power-BI consists of software
services, applications, and connectors, which synergize to turn unrelated data sources into coherent, visually immersive, and interactive insights. Irrespective of the data format, Power-BI facilitates
(i) an easy connection to data sources, (ii) data visualization and/
or discovery, and (iii) data sharing (https://powerbi.microsoft.
com/en-us/). Data input may refer to a simple Excel spreadsheet
or cloud-based and on-premises hybrid data warehouses.
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(the search option is inactivated), again summarizing all available
information in a fully interactive way. c Treemap, describing
genes-PGx markers relations (the search option for “genes” is activated) in a fully interactive way. d Excel-like tabular graph for
genes-star alleles-drugs relations linked to efficacy/toxicity information. (+) = “yes”; (–) = “no”.

Create and Exploit Graphs
We have subsequently focused on DruGeVar cancer genomics
data and started to build our graphs to exploit the benefits of
POWER-BI at the highest level. First, we aimed to empower data
visualization (drugs) towards an easy search functionality. For this,
drugs were incorporated as a panel to achieve improved search
functionality. We made the search engine as handy as possible to
distribute the details of each drug upon consideration and then, we
created additional graphs for data analysis. We provided the required fields comprehensively and grouped for better understanding. Following a two-level division, POWER-BI enabled the analysis of fields of data as a group of two objects. Next, all field outcomes could be compared, as the searching machinery adjusts to
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Fig. 1. Visualization of interactive drug-gene-pharmacogenomic
(PGx) biomarkers outcomes. a Spider graph depicting drug-gene
relations in a fully interactive way that allows users to select for a
gene or a drug and collect all available information (the search option is activated) via the immediate dynamic change of all charts
(b–d). b Drug-PGx markers network visualization of outcomes

b

c

d

Fig. 2. POWER-BI integration into DruGeVar focusing on oncology drugs. a A user interface devoid of any query. b When a drug
of interest is selected (in this case, cisplatin), the user can visualize
interactive graphs and all related available information. The graphs
respond immediately and present the relations, according to the
selected drug. c When a gene of interest is selected (in this case,
CYP2C19), the user can visualize interactive graphs and all related

available information (in this case, gene-pharmacogenomic (PGx)
markers-drugs-efficacy/toxicity), also linked to a drug of interest
(in this case, ticagrelor). d Advanced relation of “genes” with “PGx
markers” and “drugs”, including toxicity and efficacy outcomes,
can be visualized for the drug of interest (in this case, thioguanine).
Note the PGx markers-drug relationships depending on star alleles.

every result point automatically. Such groups of information that
relate to fields of data are depicted in Figure 1: drugs and genes,
drugs and PGx markers, genes and PGx markers, genes/PGx
markers/drugs and efficacy and/or toxicity (https://app.powerbi.
com/view?r=eyJrIjoiODA0NTc2Y2QtM2FjMi00NDU2LWJjZTYtOTk0NDQwODU3ZGY5IiwidCI6ImQyYTYwMTAyLWFlNGUtNGM0MC05N2U2LTMzM2M4YzEzZTgzMiIsImMiOjh9).

Interactive Outcomes
The automatically generated interactivity of POWERBI offers much greater flexibility to the database users. All
relevant DruGeVar information was divided into multiple graphs, allowing for better distribution, immediate
evaluation of information, and ease of access. Figure 2a

depicts an indicative illustration of the resulted graphs
prior to a user query, whereas Figure 2b depicts a scenario during which search functionality for a specific object
(drug) occurs, following a user query. Notably, immediate response was ensured even though the length of data
rows was quite big.
Another important functionality that characterizes
this updated version of DruGeVar, following the integration of POWER-BI, refers to the flexible way of data querying, both when drugs (format similar to Excel for improving search performance) alone or in combined queries of genes-PGx markers and drugs-genes were explored.
In this present database version, the user can query the
data using one or more filters, being able to accomplish
complex searches, if needed. Indicatively, if one desires to
run a search about one specific gene, the graph ”genesPGx markers” can be used, followed by a click on that
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a

Interactive Oncology Drug Outcomes
To ease decision-making and implement PGx information in the clinic, we envisaged collaborative systems
to orchestrate data [13–15] and facilitate multi-omics
data integration to account for interindividual variability
[16–18]. Focusing on cancer genomics, we tested the synergy of POWER-BI and DruGeVar on oncology drugs
sharing pharmacogenomic recommendations to maximize drug efficacy and minimize toxicity. Given the increasingly recognized importance of determining and administering the biologically effective drug, we could explain how clinical pharmacodynamic biomarkers specific
to the agent mechanism of action could be used for the
development of pharmacodynamics-guided biologically
effective dosage regimens (PD-BEDR) to maximize the
efficacy and minimize the toxicity of targeted therapies
[19].
First, we implemented the graph of drugs at the application, independently, in a format similar to Excel, for the
sake of simplifying the overall searching procedure. Using “mercaptopurine,” “cisplatin,” “thioguanine,” and
“fluorouracil” as case drugs, we selected for those directly
(by clicking on to the drugs in the first graph of the outcome illustrated as shown below and getting more indepth information) and mined all relevant data in order
of appearance. Figure 2 illustrates such functions for “cisplatin” and “thioguanine.” For drug/gene/PGx markers
toxicity/efficacy, the following outcomes were obtained
(Fig. 2):
• Mercaptopurine – TPMT – *4, *3C, *3B, *2 – toxicity
mode: active/efficacy mode: not active
• Cisplatin – TPMT – *3B, *3C – toxicity mode: active/
efficacy mode: not active
• Thioguanine – TMPT –*3B, *4, *2, *3C – toxicity
mode: active/efficacy mode: not active
• Fluorouracil – DPYD – *13 – toxicity mode: active/efficacy mode: not active

Conclusions and Future Perspectives

POWER-BI, upon its integration into DruGeVar, expands the meaning of efficient data querying and presents
a new ability of interactivity. Herein, we succeeded to
146
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manage the information of DruGeVar into multiple visualization for better performance, while the overall structure of the graphs was able to invoke every single piece of
data from DruGeVar, when requested. Additionally, we
improved the reaction time and graphics outcome by separating the data objects into single graphs, instead of adding all information into a single graph, and we provided
concurrency of all related fields. Furthermore, we added
the auto-update data attribute, according to which, when
the DruGeVar administrator appends more information,
the graphs will respond automatically and will generate
the added objects.
Today, the ultimate goal when dealing with big data
applications is to improve performance coupled to management reliability. Both such aspects should always be
updated to ensure compatibility to contemporary technologies. The next generation of POWER-BI graphs in
DruGeVar will be real-time visualizations. The latter constitute a new level of data entrance and distribute the set
of information in the most realistic form. The optimization of speed response is another important issue that
must be handled further. Due to multiple objects and the
pieces of data related with these objects, the delay often is
an obvious issue.
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